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Warba Bank 
announces 
10 winners of 
Al-Sunbula draw
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best investment Bank” and “Best
Corporate Bank” in Kuwait, held the 43rd and 44th Al-Sunbula
Account weekly draws in parallel as the 43rd draw was post-
poned due to Prophet Muhammad’s Birthday (PBUH) holiday.
The draw announced the 10 lucky winners in the presence of
representatives from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
and Bank officials. The bank proudly announces the lucky 5
winners of the 43rd week who received KD 1000 each are:
Sayer Bader Mohammed Al-Sayer,  Anfal Ibrahim Abdullah Al-
Enezi, Arash Mehdizadeh,  Abdulrahman Abdullah Hussain
Abdulkarim  and Adel Jawad Mahmoud Jawhar Hayatt.

And the lucky 5 winners of the 44th week who received KD
1000 each are: Dhuwaihi Ali Saad Al-Sahli,  Khaled Saleh
Ebrahim Al-Shaban, Sultan Obaid Menwer Al-Maymouni, Hadi
Harbi Abdullah Al-Lmaie and Mostafa Mohammad Najeeb
Mostafa Arafah. Al-Sunbula Account is the perfect choice for all
customers who wish to save money and achieve steady returns
while simultaneously have the opportunity to win cash prizes
throughout the year.  Due to the high traffic on this account, for
its offerings of unparalleled opportunities, Warba Bank has
worked on enhancing Al-Sunbula account to provide customers
with more benefits. Such enhancements include increasing the
number of winners and the frequency of the draws.  Now, on
every Thursday the Bank holds draws for 5 weekly winners of
KD 1,000 each. In addition, the Bank continues its monthly
draws held on the first Thursday of every month, with cash prizes
of KD 30,000 divided amongst 4 winners: two winners getting
KD 10,000 each, and two winners getting KD 5,000 each.

Thus, the new development of Al-Sunbula account has
increased the total number of winners to 24, and the total
amount of prizes to KD 50,000 instead of KD 30,000.  As for
the chances for winning, each customer is eligible to enter the
draw against each KD 10. It is noteworthy, that Warba Bank has
recently launched the Al-Sunbula Fixed Deposit, which pro-
vides depositors with high returns of up to 3 percent, as well as
getting monthly chances to win in Al-Sunbula Account draws.

Furthermore, Warba Bank has launched its latest Customer
Onboarding solution, in line with its ambitious five-year strate-
gy that enables non-Warba Bank customers to request open-
ing Al-Sunbula account in an easy electronic manner through
the Bank’s website without having to visit any of the Bank’s
branches, by following 5 simple steps that might take up to 5
minutes. New customers will be able to request opening the
account at anytime, anywhere, and the Bank will receive,
process and pass the new application for approval through
whole new and unique electronic system used to implement
this service. Warba Staff will then contact the customer to
determine the appropriate time to visit the branch to get
required signatures, verify the customer’s identity, deliver
his/her debit card, and activate the account. 

Wall Street Week Ahead

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank is continuing its involvement in
the Fikra program to support the development of
entrepreneurs. In addition to being the gold sponsor
for the third consecutive year, Meshari Shebab,
Assistant General Manager, Priority Banking repre-
sented Gulf Bank on the judging panel to help decide
which teams of entrepreneurs will advance to partic-
ipate in this year’s program. 

In its 4th edition, the Fikra program aims to pro-
vide the youth in Kuwait with essential skills and
knowledge needed to develop their business ideas
into reality. Meshari Shebab aided in judging over 30
teams of entrepreneurs who pitched their business
ideas in front of the judges and audience to be
selected for the 4th Fikra program. 

Ahmed Al-Amir, Assistant General Manager for
External Communication, Gulf Bank, said: “We are
thrilled to be the gold sponsors of Fikra Program for
the third year. At Gulf Bank, we aim to continue to
empower the youth to reach their full  business
potential. Every year, we are inspired by the hard
work and commitment we witness from these entre-
preneurs, which in turn encourages us to work hard-
er and achieve our business goals.”

Also commenting on the occasion is Meshari
Shehab, Assistant General  Manager, Priority
Banking: “I am honored to have been part of the
judging panel as each team presented their business

ideas passionately. As
part of Gulf Bank’s corpo-
rate social responsibility
initiatives, we aim to con-
tinue to work with and
support the youth in
Kuwait to develop their
business goals as we
believe they are the future
of Kuwait.”  

On the day of  the
event, each of the short-
listed teams were given
three minutes to pitch
their innovative business
ideas, fol lowed by a
three-minute Q&A session with the judging panel. At
the end of the event, 15 teams were chosen to contin-
ue with the Fikra program training which will con-
clude on 2nd April 2019. 

Fikra Program was launched in 2015 as a corpo-
rate social responsibility program. It is an intensive
entrepreneurship training program open to the coun-
try’s youth graduated with any major who can apply
individually or in a team. Providing one-to-one men-
torship for guidance and support as well as business
training through workshops and field trips. 

Gulf Bank is one of the leading conventional banks

in Kuwait with total assets of KD 5,683 million for
year ended 31 December 2017. The Bank provides a
broad offering of consumer banking, wholesale

banking, treasury, and financial services through its
large network of 58 branches and more than 200
ATMs in Kuwait. 

We are thrilled to be the gold sponsors of Fikra Program for third year: Al-Amir

Gulf Bank continues to strengthen 
Fikra program for entrepreneurs

Ooredoo
Kuwait appoints
new COO
KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait announced
yesterday the appointment of Fadi
Kawar, who is joining Ooredoo Kuwait
family as Chief Operating Officer. Kawar
has almost thirty years of experience

under his belt, and a wealth of interna-
tional telecommunications experience
having worked for industry like “Lebara”
in KSA- an MVNO (Mobile Virtual
Network Operator), Etihad Etisalat-
Mobily and was the Chairman of Board
and CEO of Telecommunications
Regulatory Commission in Jordan.    

Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdullah bin
Mohammed Al-Thani, Chief Executive
Officer at Ooredoo Kuwait welcomed
Kawar and said: “We wish to extend a
very warm welcome to Mr. Fadi Kawar

for joining Ooredoo Kuwait’s family. We
are confident in his ability to contribute
positively to our ongoing success in
Ooredoo Kuwait, and we wish him a
prosperous journey with us”.

Ooredoo’s operations in Kuwait date
back to December 1999 when it launched
wireless services as the second operator.
The company today provides mobile,
broadband internet and corporate man-
aged services tailored to the needs of
customers and businesses. Ooredoo
Kuwait -which is an enlisted company in

the Kuwait Stock Exchange Market -
operates a number of telecom service
providers in the region, such as Ooredoo
Algeria, Ooredoo Tunis, Ooredoo
Maldives, and Wataniya Palestine.
Ooredoo’s customer base in Kuwait
increased 2 percent to 2.3 million for the
nine months period ended 30 September
2018, compared to the same period in
2017. Revenues for the nine month period
were KD 181.7 million, an increase of 13
percent compared to KD 160.7 million
for the same period in 2017.

Investors caught
in crossfire of
fight for holiday
shoppers
NEW YORK: Investors would normally be
thankful for a strong US economy, yet this holi-
day season they worry retailers may have to
spend heavily to win, leaving shareholders with
a lump of coal.

Steep discounts are as familiar a sight dur-
ing the holidays as rich desserts, but this year
so is a fierce grab for a slice of the e-com-
merce market as Amazon.com Inc and Target
Corp offer free shipping for small purchases.
US shoppers formed long lines at checkout
counters on “Black Friday” to take advantage
of discounts on clothing and electronics, offer-
ing evidence that a healthy economy and rising
wages are translating into stronger consumer
spending at the start of retailers’ make-or-
break holiday season.

Yet underwhelming earnings reports earlier
this week from Target to department store
Kohl’s Corp and home-improvement specialist
Lowe’s Cos Inc reminded investors that US tar-
iffs on imported goods, fickle consumer tastes
and competition could eat away at profits this
year. Target shares fell 10 percent on Tuesday
as the company said profit margins declined
due to growing investments in boosting its
online business, wage increases, price cuts and
the higher cost of preparing and shipping

orders. Target shares fell 2.7 percent on Friday.
“The retailers and e-commerce players are
duking it out,” Shawn Kravetz, Esplanade
Capital LLC’s chief investment officer, said at
the Reuters Global Investment 2019 Outlook
Summit in New York last week.

“Amazon is buying that (consumer retail)
business. Other players are buying that busi-
ness. So it’s a war.” Kravetz, whose first job
after earning an MBA in 1995 was at CML
Group Inc, a company that sold NordicTrack
exercise machines through catalogs and tel-
evision advertisements, said “the old joke
was that we gave away stuff for free to sell
people shipping.”

The game has changed for retail players
now, he said. “They have almost no gross mar-
gin and they’re giving away shipping. It’s a
tough gig. But if you’re Amazon - and you’re
playing the long game - if you can only get
another trillion dollars’ worth of revenue and
then raise prices one percent the numbers can
work.” More retailers face pressure to cut into
their margins or sacrifice growth, creating a
catch-22 for investors even as consumers spent
strongly during the sales following Thursday’s
US Thanksgiving Day holiday. GlobalData
Retail said that the average person shopping
early on Black Friday spent $407.20, up 2.1
percent over last year.

Even so, money managers have been getting
more selective. Eaton Vance Corp portfolio
manager Kathleen Gaffney, whose Multisector
Income Fund holds bonds issued by J.C. Penney
Co Inc and Nordstrom Inc, said she has scaled
back the J.C. Penney holding.

“They’ve pretty much secured every asset
that they have so it is going to be challenging.
Nordstrom, on the other hand, is well suited

for the current market,” Gaffney said at the
Reuters summit, adding that the company’s
managers have been effective and target a sol-
id, upscale niche.

Nordstrom shares have added nearly 12
percent this year, including dividends, sharply
paring gains closer to 50 percent earlier this
year after reporting disappointing third-quarter
same-store sales. J.C. Penney shares crashed
nearly 60 percent over the same period as the
company continued to struggle to appeal to
changing tastes of younger shoppers less likely
to frequent traditional department stores.

Katie Shaw, sector leader for the global

consumer team at Fidelity Investments, said
she is positive about retail stocks because US
consumers are getting a raise, seeing infla-
tion-adjusted wages gain at all income levels
for the first time since the 2007-2009 global
financial crisis. But Shaw has a lower holding
in mall-based department stores and big-box
retailers than the benchmark against which
she is measured.

“The role of retail to a customer’s life
has  changed,”  she sa id . “There are  a
number of companies who have yet to
invest in driving emotional connection
with consumers.”  —Reuters

NEW YORK: Traders work on the floor at the closing bell of the Dow Industrial
Average on November 28, 2018 in New York. Wall Street stocks rallied after
investors cheered remarks from the US Federal Reserve chairman which they
viewed as a sign interest rates may not rise much further. —AFP

Ahmed Al-Amir

Burgan Bank announces 
winners of Yawmi 
account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the names of the daily
draw winners of its Yawmi account draw, each taking home a cash-
prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
l Majid Hilal Abdulhussein Al-Tameemi
l Abdullah Adel Haidar Alhasan
l Abdulhakim Abdulfatah Mohammad Marafie
l Mahmoud Sulaiman Mohammad Sulaiman
l Eqbal Hamad Mubarak Alayyar
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also offers a Quarterly

Draw with more chances to win higher rewards, offering the chance
to one lucky customer to win KD 125,000 every three months. The
Yawmi Account offers daily and quarterly draws, wherein the quar-
terly draw requires customers to maintain a minimum amount of KD
500 in their account for two months prior to the draw date.
Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will entitle customers to
one chance of winning.  If the account balance is KD 500 and
above, the account holder will be qualified for both the quarterly and
daily draws.  Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a Yawmi
account and/or increase their deposit to maximize their chances of
becoming a winner. The higher the level of the deposit, the higher
the likelihood to win. 

Machines, humans 
must team up for 
robust cybersecurity
By Mohammed Arif, Regional Director, Microsoft Gulf

There can be no doubt
that the Fourth
Industrial Revolution

has ushered in a flood of
benefits via digital transfor-
mation. Organizations now
engage citizens and cus-
tomers, empower public ser-
vants and business employ-
ees, optimize operations and
reinvent business models as
never before. But an explo-
sion in device prevalence and data creation has expanded the
attack surface for those that would rain on the parade.  

How should we discuss our escalating concerns about
cybersecurity? Should we talk about insidiousness? The aver-
age attack package takes less than 48 hours to take control of
a network and will remain there for 146 days before detection.
Should we talk about employee training? More than 63 per-
cent of network intrusions occur through compromised user
credentials. What about cost? Organizations around the world
take a combined annual hit of $500 billion and the average
loss from a corporate data breach is $3.8 million.

These global findings from Microsoft’s “Lean on the
Machine” report, and others, are reflected in regional
research.  For example, a recent Microsoft survey discovered
that more than 80 percent of large GCC enterprises still used
user names and passwords as the sole means of network
authentication. Only around 11 percent use a 2FA SMS notifi-
cation to support username-password authentication. About
7 percent reported using fingerprint-scanning and just under
1 percent had adopted facial recognition.

Getting ready and staying steady
This is a vital realization, because while the insidiousness

of the threat landscape, employee knowledge gaps and
frightening costs are all worthy topics for discussion, our
solution lies in discussing readiness. If we are ready for
whatever the digital bandit throws at us, all other concerns
melt away. The average large enterprise combs through
17,000 threat alerts a week, wasting time chasing false pos-
itives and prioritizing responses. Lack of visibility and in-
house expertise weaken defenses and response effective-
ness. We are not ready.

So how do we get ready? Well it may surprise you to
learn that technology is only part of the solution. Recent
progress in the cybersecurity arena - newfound successes
not only in detection, but in prediction - has come from
combining big-data analytics, machine-learning, and
human expertise. Security analysts sift out the most suspi-
cious alerts and provide feedback that allows software to
become smarter.

A hybrid in action
One example of a working system is MIT’s AI2, which has

been in operation for more than two years. The system trawls

through some 40 million lines of data logs each day, using
specialized algorithms to present only the 100 or 200 most
nefarious-looking entries for human analysis. It takes feed-
back from the analysts that allows it to improve real-time per-
formance, and as of April 2016, it could detect 85 percent of
cyberattacks. It took AI2 just three months of learning to get
that good and the human element was key. MIT’s system
generates 80 percent less false positives than machine-only
solutions.

If we want to be ready, this is our way forward. Microsoft
is a strong believer in this approach. We have built an entire
cybersecurity ecosystem of layered architecture, specialists,
data-sharing, and partner solutions around it. Every month, we
scan more than 18 billion Bing searches and process 450 bil-
lion authentications. We subject 400 billion emails to checks
for phishing campaigns and hidden malware, and more than
200 cloud services are monitored for security risks.

Protect, detect, respond
The Microsoft Intelligent Security Graph powers real-

time detection, response, and remediation, using advanced
analytics to pull together threat intelligence and security data
from our own environment and those of our trusted partners.
Insights from the Graph enable us to protect our own prod-
ucts and services as threats arise.

Microsoft’s Advanced Threat Analytics, monitors behavior
and allows our customers to react as fast as their attackers,
reducing false-positive fatigue. And we also offer Windows
Defender Advanced Threat protection (ATP), a unified plat-
form for preventative protection, post-breach detection,
automated investigation and response. This, we believe, is
what being ready looks like. Our attackers will not relent, so
neither should we.


